Credit Card Advantage
INTEGRATED ELECTRONIC PAYMENT PROCESSING

Electronic Payment Processing for Microsoft Dynamics® GP
Simplify Payment Acceptance | Fulfill PCI Requirements | Accelerate Growth
Credit Card Advantage (CCA) processes Credit Card, ACH/eCheck, Gift Card and Foreign Card payments

within Microsoft Dynamics GP. Transactions are processed securely and seamlessly integrated. Through CCA,
payment processing can be automated, which will reduce human errors, increase efficiencies and simplify the
payment acceptance process. Return on investment is immediate.

Innovative Security Options

Accelerate Growth with Simple
Extensibility

CCA is a PA-DSS certiﬁed solution and is
available in three secure versions,
including on-premise DSS, oﬀ-premise
Tokenization or cloud-based PayFabric®.
All three versions assist with PCI
Compliance, oﬀering a safe approach to
online payment acceptance.

Enhance organizational infrastructure
by integrating CCA with existing
e-Commerce, Online Bill Pay and Web
Sales Entry solutions. Support rapid
growth and streamline operations with
direct end-to-end process.

Minimize Risk and Liability with
Paylink*

Increase Savings by Reduced
Processing Fees

The optional Payment link feature
minimizes your company’s risk by letting
your customers enter their own payment
information and maintain full control of
their sensitive ﬁnancial details, without
having to login.

Do you take credit cards from businesses
and corporations? CCA supports level 2
and 3 transactions. Our Payment
Acceptance team works with you to
prevent downgrades, reduce transaction
fees and save you money with purchase
and corporate card transactions.

Reduce Cost & Boost Productivity
Faster approval times and automatic data transfer to your accounting solution will
simplify business processes, increase productivity and reduce overhead.

* CCA PayFabric® required.
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Features + Benefits
Process electronic transactions in real-time within
Dynamics GP
Help protect your business with Fraud Prevention
through AVS/Zip/CVC Validation
Preview and print daily electronic transaction and
activity reports
Manage expired credit cards to avoid payment
delays
Use the customer inquiry tool to enhance accounts
receivable service and access all processed
transaction records
Save credit card and/or eCheck transactions in a
batch for automated mass/bulk processing
Import transactions through 3rd party system and
process against credit card/eChecks saved on ﬁle
Manage payment information through Wallet
Management

We have been PCI Compliant for
many years by using Nodus
Products. Over the last year, we
converted 19 of our businesses from
Nodus CCE to Nodus Tokenization.
We also launched 15 ePay websites
with embedded Paypal pages.
These Nodus Products give our
systems a complete, hands-off
approach to PCI Compliance. We
have a great partnership with
Nodus and their support team
worked with us every step of the
way for a very successful project.
The overall result of the project is a
better customer experience and
more efficient systems.
DIANE BENZ
Dominion Enterprises

Facilitate partial shipment and multiple
authorizations against a sales document
Support Level 2 & 3 data submission to reduce
transaction fees
Ease reconciliation complexity with
auto-reconciliation for processed transactions

Credit Card Advantage integrates
seamlessly with Dynamics GP and
allows us to easily monitor
transactions and payment batches…
Nodus made it easy!
SEAN FINNERAN
Sea Island Acquisition, LLC

Nodus made it possible for us to improve efficiency,
slash our credit card processing fees and improve
customer service with one easy-to use solution. Order
entry, shipping and reconciliation are a breeze to
manage. This gives us a strong advantage in the
market.
BOB WOODLAND
Regal Art & Gift
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